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(11 reviews)

Diyworld Flat irons, Classic 1200 Watt Mid-size Anti-Drip Non-
Stick Soleplate Iron

$38.00

ADD TO CART

BUY IT NOW

Shot of Steam Feature offers an extra burst of steam on flat surfaces or Vertically steaming hanging clothes or draperies 

Anti-drip system prevents water leakage at any temperature setting to eliminate unwanted drips 

Self-clean system removes minerals inside the iron for longer lasting steam performance 

Smart steam technology adjusts steam automatically while ironing on the board or vertical steaming, with steam surge and spray mist to blast tough wrinkles

 SHARE  TWEET  PIN IT
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S sunflower
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First one I had stopped working; it had a 2 year warranty so they sent me a new one right away

The customer service for this company is great. About 10 months after I got this iron it just quit working, so I called the company. They said it was still

under warranty so they sent me another iron immediately. It heats up fast and does a great job.

Comment (0) 0 0

D daisy

16 days ago

DIFFERENT SETTING

Love this Iron- It has different setting for heat for different material- I know they all have them, but this one is pretty good!

Comment (0) 0 0

R Rachel C.

17 days ago

Lightweight and easy to use

Great little iron for a good price. I like the safety shut off feature. The iron I lightweight and easy to use.

Comment (0) 0 0

A American consumer

19 days ago

Consumer

Best iron I’ve ever used. Highly recommend.

Comment (0) 0 0

L Lorraine Jones

20 days ago

Bargain

My old 1 went out on me after 15yrs... I knew I wasn't going out anytime soon... I took a chance w/ this brand & I love it!!! 💕💕💕

Comment (0) 0 0

C Cathryn Lyons

1 month ago

Makes ironing a bit less of a chore
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Sewing & ironing

Comment (0) 0 0

Magdiely

1 month ago

Works well

So happy with this iron. Very smooth and irons evenly, it's worth it. Recommend

Comment (0) 0 0

L Lisa Robinson

1 month ago

Love it

Love it I used this at a Hotel in Plano Texas and I loved it so I have to order me one

Comment (0) 0 0

A Amazon Customer

1 month ago

Good for the price

It works good for the price. Just why I needed.

Comment (0) 0 0

L lois raley

1 month ago

Nice

Works very well and very little heating time

Comment (0) 0 0

L LilCutie;)

1 month ago

It works and that's all I care about.

Honestly I bought this for 2 things: HTV and one dress that ALWAYS has wrinkles no matter what I do.Did 3 HTV this morning to test the iron and the

vinyls. They both worked. The iron is light, I guess. It does glide pretty good. It heated up pretty fast too. It doesn't heat up until you select a mat [...]
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